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Question: 1
The operations team is onboarding new interns in Active Directory. The interns need to work in the
company’s
vRealize Operations environment while maintaining corporate security compliance. The intern Active
Directory
group should only have PowerUser role to a specific vCenter cluster and ReadOnly for all other
objects.
Which option would meet the requirements?
A. Create new Active Directory accounts and import the intern user accounts. Create a new role forthe
internsand assign appropriate permissions on objects.
B. Add the interns to a new vRealize Operations Active Directory Group. Import the Active Directory
group andgrant access to relevant objects and all actions for the specific vCenter cluster.
C. Add the interns to the existing vRealize Operations administrators Active Directory group and
grant accessto relevant objects and all actions for the specific vCenter cluster.
D. Create a new Active Directory group for interns. Synchronize intern Group, create a new role forthe
internsand assign appropriate permissions on objects.

Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMwarevSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.security.doc/GUIDA0F6D9C2-CE72-4FE5-BAFC-309CFC519EC8.html

Question: 2
An architect is designing a Cloud Management solution for a customer to create a private cloud. The
customer wants to enable self-service provisioning for their business users to their existing VMware
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virtualenvironment.
After initial discovery workshops, the following information have been gathered:
The customer, in the future, may need to start supporting the deployment of services to public cloud.The
customer has existing vCloud Suite Advanced license entitlement covering all of their virtual environment.
There is no budget for additional licensing at this time.
What should the architect document as a risk in the
design?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The solution will not support the provisioning to public cloud without additional licensing.
The solution cannot be upgraded to support the provisioning of public cloud services.
The solution will not support provisioning to VMware Cloud on AWS without additional licensing.
The solution will not support the monitoring of workloads on the private cloud.

Answer: D

Question: 3
A cloud architect is writing an implementation plan for deployment of a clustered vRealize Automation
deployment that will use a third-party load balancer.
Which two steps should the architect include within the implementation plan to ensure a successful
deployment
of vRealize Automation? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Disable all secondary nodes from the load balancer pools
Create and configure the monitoring of vRealize Automation and vRealize Orchestrator
Ensure all the SAN certificates for vRealize Suite are available
Enable all non-primary nodes on the load balancer
Turn off the health monitors or change them temporarily to default to ICMP and ensure traffic is
stillforwarding to the primary node

Answer: B, C
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Validated-Design/6.1/sddc-deployment-of-cloudoperationsand-automation-in-the-first-region/GUID-18A6AEF4-2EF7-47B2-B421-D34156344652.html

Question: 4
A company is planning to deploy a new cloud management solution that will allow business users to
deploy
servers via a self-service portal. After the initial discovery workshop with the new service owner, the
architect has gained the following key information about the project:
In an effort to increase user experience, the IT Manager has requested that all deployments do not
rely on
manual approvals.
The current IT team is made up of five engineers but only one engineer has any experience writingscripts
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or automating server deployments.
The current version of the CMDB solution has no API available to create or destroy configuration items(CI)
and there is no budget for upgrades.
Currently all CMDB activities are completed manually via service request with an SLA of 4 hours.The
customer has one data center with a requirement of protection against data center failure. The
expected availability SLA (measured monthly) will be 99.5%.
The deployment of a server is expected to take no longer than 2 hours.
Given the information provided, which two risks should the architect document within the design?(Choose
two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Allowing self-service deployments of servers by business users.
The lack of REST-API for IP address management solution.
The end to end server deployment cannot be achieved in the time window.
There is insufficient resources available to complete the project.
The customer only has a single data center location.

Answer: B, C

Question: 5
A financial business wants to reduce the time-to-market by automating the end-to-end testing of aprime
service
application and releasing it with minimal user intervention.
Which service in vRealize Automation will allow the business to achieve the requirement?
A. Cloud Assembly
B. Code Stream
C. Service Broker
D. Orchestrator

Answer: B
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